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S
ince the experimental observation of
the phenomenon of extraordinary op-
tical transmission1 and the theoreti-

cal demonstration of the occurrence of su-

perlensing in negative index materials,2

many research efforts have been focused

on exploring how surface plasmon polari-

tons (SPPs) allow the control of the flow of

light at the nanoscale.3 The emerging field

of plasmonics4 encompasses all of these

studies devoted to analyze the interaction

of light with metal nanostructures and aims

to exploit the ability of SPPs to confine and

transport electromagnetic (EM) energy in

the subwavelength regime.5�8

In this context, the resonant scattering

of SPP modes at subwavelength metallic

defects has become an object of intense

study.9 During the past decade, plasmonic

resonances have been thoroughly analyzed

in a great variety of geometries such as

nanospheres,10 nanodisks,11 nanorods,12 or

nanoshells.13 Specifically, due to their sim-

plicity and versatility, the potential use of

nanohole arrays has been explored in a

broad range of technological areas. Cur-

rent nanofabrication techniques have en-

abled the geometrical tuning of such struc-

tures, allowing an accurate tailoring of their

electromagnetic response. Thus, metallic
nanoholes have been theoretically pro-
posed and experimentally tested as optical
functional elements with applications in
fields such as nanolithography,14,15 imag-
ing,16 microscopy,17 optical nanoanten-
nas,18 lasing technology,19 or
biosensing.20,21

The scattering of SPP modes on two-
dimensional (2D) metallic nanostructures
was first studied within theoretical frame-
works which model the polarizability of the
scatterers by their dipolar quasi-static
value.22�24 Note that this is equivalent to
the so-called Rayleigh approximation,25

which is only valid for scatterers whose di-
mensions are much smaller than the incom-
ing wavelength. Subsequently, novel ap-
proaches have been developed to
overcome this limitation, which has al-
lowed the treatment of more complex scat-
tering geometries26,27 and also shed light
on the properties of single holes.28

From the experimental side, scanning
near-field microscopy has allowed explora-
tion of the temporal decay behavior of SPPs
excited by ultrashort laser pulses,29 and
emissivity far-field measurements have led
to a deeper understanding of the scattering
properties of single defects and particle
arrays.30�32 However, very few works have
analyzed the correlation between the
damping suffered by SPPs when traveling
along metallic nanostructured surfaces and
the spectral features appearing in far-field
emissivity spectra.

Kim et al. have recently shown that
Rayleigh-like scattering lies at the origin of
the damping experienced by SPPs in perfo-
rated hole arrays. They observed that the
line width of the peaks in the transmission
spectra associated with SPP modes in such
systems scales as ��4 (where � denotes the
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ABSTRACT We study surface plasmon polariton lifetimes in two-dimensional arrays of blind holes on gold

surfaces. The lifetimes are determined from the line widths of the resonant dips appearing in the specular

reflection spectra. We find a strong dependence of lifetimes on the resonant wavelength and the hole geometry.

Through both experiments and numerical simulations, we analyze the validity of the Rayleigh approximation and

also explore the range of wavelengths and geometric parameters where it fails. Finally, we show that, within

the range of geometries and wavelengths considered in our experiments, the behavior of surface plasmon

polariton lifetimes can be understood as resulting from the interplay between the intrinsic metal absorption and

the scattering of surface waves by single isolated holes.
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impinging wavelength).33 Motivated by these experi-
ments, Müller et al. performed fully three-dimensional
(3D) simulations on ultrafast light propagation through
periodic nanohole arrays. They found that, for a given
excitation wavelength, lifetimes associated with radia-
tive damping are inversely proportional to the fourth
power of the hole diameter for apertures much smaller
than �.34 Rayleigh scattering of SPPs has been also veri-
fied in thin films perforated with chains of nanoholes
much smaller than the excitation wavelength.35 The
limitations of the Rayleigh description of the scattering
of SPPs by nanoholes have also been tested experimen-
tally. Li et al.36 have reported that the SPP lifetimes in
holes of dimensions comparable to the wavelength fol-
low a �n behavior, where n is enlarged with increasing
hole radius from the Rayleigh scattering regime. This
observation clearly indicates that higher multipolar
modes are contributing to the nanoholes’ EM response.

In this work, we study the �-dependent SPP life-
times on gold surfaces structured with 2D periodic ar-
rays of blind holes. These are determined from the line
widths of the reflectivity drops observed in the far-field
spectra for such structures. Both experiments and calcu-
lations demonstrate a strong dependence on the hole
radius, R, and depth, h. We show that, for a given hole
geometry, lifetimes exhibit a �n dependence, where the
exponent n is close to 4 for wavelengths much larger
than the hole dimensions but is much larger than 4 at
shorter wavelengths. On the other hand, at a constant
�, lifetimes for shallow holes feature little dependence
on the radius, recovering the Rayleigh’s R�4 depen-
dence reported for deeper holes. By means of a simple
model based on the Mie theory for spherical particles,
we discuss the validity of the Rayleigh approximation
for SPP scattering at holes. Finally, we show that the life-
time behavior in such structures can be understood in
terms of the scattering of SPPs at a single hole. In this
picture, the rest of the hole array simply acts as a cou-
pler which converts efficiently the incoming radiation
into surface waves. Therefore, we can conclude that the
far-field experimental technique presented here gives
us access to the near-field features of the scattering be-
tween SPPs and single nanometric holes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1a shows top and lateral (see inset) scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) images of the experimental
2D nanohole arrays under study. We consider holes of
radii ranging from 38 to 177 nm and depths between 60
and 510 nm, keeping the array period, P, fixed to 762
nm. Figure 1c shows the measured reflectivity spectra
at four different angles, �, for a hole array with R � 177
nm and h � 300 nm. We restrict our analysis to the
wavelength range in which only the lowest (�1,0) SPP
mode supported by the structure can be excited. As ex-
pected, the spectra show reflection dips which are red-
shifted with increasing �, a clear indication of the exci-

tation of SPPs in the nanostructured gold surface
through grating�coupling.37

We have performed extensive FIT (finite integration
technique) simulations on the experimental structures
described above. The unit cell considered in the calcu-
lations is rendered in panel b of Figure 1. Specular re-
flectivity under TM polarization is calculated for the four
incident angles considered in the experiments. Figure
1d plots the spectra obtained, which are in good agree-
ment with the experimental data. Note that reflection
drops in both panels become narrower for larger inci-
dent angles, which reveals the spectral sharpening of
the SPP resonance with increasing wavelength.

To study the dependence of SPP resonances on �,
we have determined the full width at half-maximum
(fwhm) of the reflection dips obtained from both ex-
periments and simulations. This enables us to calculate
the SPP lifetimes through the simple relation �SP � �/�
(where �SP is the SPP lifetime and � is the fwhm of the
dip in energy units). We have fitted the spectra shown
in Figure 1 to a Fano line shape function38,39 of the form

Figure 1. (a) Top and lateral (inset) SEM images of the ex-
perimental sample with R � 177 nm and h � 300 nm. (b)
Schematic view of the unit cell considered in the simulations
and definition of the different geometric parameters of the
structure. Gray (blue) regions correspond to the gold coating
(photoresist layer). (c) Measured specular reflectivity spectra
for R � 177 nm and h � 300 nm at four different incident
angles. (d) Simulated reflection versus wavelength for the ge-
ometries considered in panel c.
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where E and Eres are the incoming and resonant ener-

gies, respectively, and y0 is the offset function, which

takes into account the reflection background. Coeffi-

cient A describes the contribution of the zero-order

continuum state coupled to the discrete resonant spec-

trum, and q is the so-called Breit�Wigner�Fano cou-

pling parameter.

Figure 2 plots the Fano-fitted lifetimes versus � for

two arrays of 300 nm deep holes with R � 90 nm (a)

and R � 177 nm (b). As mentioned above, experiments

and simulations show that, for a given geometry, SPP

lifetimes increase with larger wavelength. Note that in

both panels theory predicts larger lifetimes than those

found in the experiments. This can be linked to the

presence of defects and imperfections in the experi-

mental samples, which scatter SPP waves out of the

gold surface, reducing the measured �SP. We analyze

the dependence of SPP lifetimes on � by fitting the two

sets of experimental and theoretical results shown in

Figure 2 to the expression

Fitted curves obtained for measured (simulated) data

are plotted in black (red) in the figure. In panel a, R �

90 nm, the fitting parameter n for both experiment and

theory is around 4. This result agrees with previous

studies and indicates that �SP is governed by Rayleigh-

like scattering of SPPs at the holes.33 However, for holes

with R � 177 nm, n increases to 7.4 in the wavelength

range of experimental detection (see panel b). This im-

plies that the SPP damping mechanism in this case is

different and cannot be accurately described by the

Rayleigh approximation. We have performed FIT simu-

lations which confirm this behavior and predict the re-

covering of n � 4 when extending the spectral range to

larger wavelengths.

To gain physical insight into the complex behavior

of �SP described above, we rely on a simple model which

identifies two different contributions to the SPP damp-

ing in structured surfaces.34 On the one hand, SPPs suf-

fer losses due to intrinsic metal absorption. On the

other hand, the scattering at the hole defects also leads

to the decay of EM fields associated with SPPs. We can

introduce characteristic lifetimes for these two damping

effects: �abs (intrinsic absorption) and �scat (scattering

losses). Thus, SPP lifetimes can be expressed in terms

of these two contributions as

We can estimate the dependence of �abs on the

wavelength through the SPP decay length in flat metal-

lic surfaces, labs � �Re{�M}2/(2	Im{�M}),40 where �M is

the metal dielectric function. Taking the Drude-like per-

mittivity presented in the Methods section, we have

�abs 
 �2 within the wavelength range considered in the

experiments. Similarly, the behavior of �scat will be con-

trolled by the scattering decay length lscat. By imposing

energy conservation at the scattering process between

SPPs and a single hole (isolated from the rest of the ar-

ray), we find the relation �h/P � e�P/lscat � 1 (where �h is

the hole cross section and P the array period). Assum-

ing that only a small part of the EM energy carried by

the incoming SPPs is lost in each of these scattering

events, we find that lscat � P2/�h and, hence, �scat 
 �h
�1.

We can anticipate that this term is going to govern �SP

in eq 3, as SPPs interact with many holes before being

absorbed and, therefore, �scat  �abs in our experimen-

tal samples.

We model the cross section of the perforated holes

by borrowing the Mie scattering theory for freestand-

ing spherical particles.41 It allows us to write the scatter-

ing cross section as �h � (8	3/3�4)|�|2, where � de-

notes the particle polarizability.42 By including only

quadrupolar corrections to the Rayleigh quasi-static

value, �Ray � 4	a3[(�M � 1)/(�M � 2)] (where a is the par-

ticle radius), we can write � � �Ray[1 � 0.6((�M � 2)/

(�M � 2))(2	a/�)2].10 Note that, in the frequency range

of interest, |�M| �� 2, and therefore, the dependence of

the scatterer polarizability on � is explicitly shown by

the expressions above. We transfer this theoretical

framework to blind holes by introducing the phenom-

enological parameter ac � ((3/4)R2h)1/3, which corre-

sponds to the radius of spherical particles of the same

volume as cylindrical holes of radius R and depth h.

y ) y0 +
A(E - Eres

Γ/2
+ q)2

1 + (E - Eres

Γ/2 )2
(1)

Figure 2. Theoretical and experimental SPP lifetimes versus
wavelength in log�log scale for hole arrays of depth h �
300 nm and two different radii: 90 nm (a) and 177 nm (b).
Solid lines plot fittings of the form �SP � �n. Fitted values for
the exponent n are also shown.

τSP ∝ λn (2)

1
τSP

) 1
τabs

+ 1
τscat

(3)
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The simple approach described above reproduces

the behavior of SPP lifetimes shown in Figure 2. For R

� 90 nm, 2	ac � 770 nm is much smaller than the

wavelength range spanned in panel a. Thus, the Ray-

leigh approximation, which yields �SP � �scat 
 �4, de-

scribes accurately the tendency extracted from the ex-

perimental and simulated data (n � 4). However, for R

� 177 nm, 2	ac � 1200 nm, which means that higher

order corrections to �h play a relevant role. In this case,

our model predicts the appearance of a �8 contribu-

tion in �SP, which is enlarged with decreasing �. This re-

sult agrees with the fitted values obtained for Figure

2b, which gives n � 4 (n � 8) at large (small)

wavelengths.

In order to further explore how the hole geometry

affects SPP lifetimes, we have studied experimentally

the variation of the fitting exponent n in eq 2 with the

hole radius and depth. Figure 3 plots n versus R for four

different hole depths. Notice that the fitting procedure

leading to the results shown in the figure has been car-

ried out for the spectral range between 800 and 1100

nm. We can see that in the case of shallow holes (h �

60, 120 nm) n is around 4 for all of the radii analyzed.

This evidence that Rayleigh-like scattering governs SPP

lifetimes is consistent with the fact that 2	ac  � for

these two sets of geometric parameters. However,

when deeper holes are considered (h � 300, 510 nm),

n deviates from 4 as R increases. Again, this effect can

be linked to the presence of higher multipolar contribu-

tions to the holes’ cross section. Note that the highest

value for n found in the experiments is close to 8, which

agrees with the �8 dependence that our model yields

for quadrupolar corrections to �scat.

Up to here, we have focused on describing the de-

pendence of eq 2 on the radius and depth of the perfo-

rated holes. However, we have not yet examined how

SPP lifetimes are modified at a constant wavelength by

the hole geometry. Recent experimental33 and theoreti-

cal34 studies have reported an R�4 dependence of �SP

in subwavelength hole arrays. In all of these works,

SPP lifetimes were investigated through the transmis-

sion properties of perforated metallic films. Our theo-

retical model gives �h 
 R4h2 within the Rayleigh ap-

proximation, which agrees with these previous

observations. However, it is worthy to analyze if the

same dependence holds in our reflection configuration.

Figure 4a renders experimental and simulated SPP

lifetimes as a function of the hole radius (h � 300 nm)

at three different wavelengths. The black dotted line

plots the R�4 behavior predicted by Rayleigh scatter-

ing. We can see that this theoretical result is only valid

for R � 150 nm within the radius range considered in

the figure. Note that the little deviation from this predic-

tion displayed by measured SPP lifetimes at R � 150

nm can be linked to irregularities in the experimental

hole radii. The apparent failure of the Rayleigh approxi-

mation observed in Figure 4a at smaller R, where it

should be very accurate, indicates that the main contri-

bution to SPP lifetimes in eq 3 is not given by �scat but

by �abs. This can be understood as a result of the small

interaction of SPPs traveling on the metal surface with

deeply subwavelength holes. This increases the charac-

teristic scattering lifetime which becomes comparable

to that associated with absorption losses at the flat re-

gions of the structure. Importantly, �abs in our model is

independent of the hole geometry. Thus, from Figure

4a, we can infer that, for R  80 nm, absorption losses

control SPP lifetimes, which translates into the fact that

they become independent of the size of the holes per-

forated on the metal surface.

Figure 3. Exponent n as a function of R obtained by fitting
experimental SPP lifetimes at wavelengths between 800 and
1100 nm. Structures with four different hole depths are
shown.

Figure 4. (a) Experimental and simulated SPP lifetimes as a
function of the hole radius at three different wavelengths
and for h � 300 nm. Black dotted line plots the R�4 depen-
dence predicted by Rayleigh approximation. (b) Experimen-
tal SPP lifetimes at � � 875 nm versus R for three different
hole depths.
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We test our conclusion about absorption effects in
SPP lifetimes for deep subwavelength holes by study-
ing their behavior for different hole depths. In Figure
4b, we have plotted �SP versus R at � � 875 nm for three
different hole depths. As expected, for shallow holes (h
� 60, 120 nm), SPP lifetimes are almost independent of
the hole radius. However, when the hole depth in-
creases, �scat is reduced and acquires the main role in
eq 3. This makes SPP lifetimes recover their dependence
on the hole radius, as clearly shown by the experimen-
tal data for h � 300 nm.

We check the validity of our simple model (based
on the Mie theory for spherical particles) for describing
the scattering properties of nanoholes within the range
of geometries and wavelengths considered in our ex-
periments. For this purpose, we have performed FDTD
simulations on the scattering of SPPs at a single cylindri-
cal hole on a gold surface (see inset of Figure 5a). We in-
troduce here the emissivity Jz, which corresponds to
the out-of-plane EM power flowing through the hole
area normalized to the EM energy impinging on it. Fig-
ure 5a shows Jz versus wavelength for four different hole
geometries. The hole dimensions are labeled as (R, h),

where R and h are the hole radius and depth, respec-

tively, in nanometers. For comparison, we have also

plotted as a black solid line the ��4 dependence yielded

by the Rayleigh approximation for spherical particles.

For all of the structures, Jz, which governs the scatter-

ing cross section of the holes, is proportional to ��4 only

at long wavelengths. For decreasing �, Jz grows faster

than Rayleigh’s prediction, and the spectral position at

which this deviation occurs is shifted to shorter � for

smaller holes. This behavior is consistent with our

model, in which multipolar contributions in �h become

more important as the effective radius ac increases.

Note that at a constant wavelength a reduction on h

or R translates into Jz approaching the ��4 dependence.

In order to verify that the failure of the Rayleigh ap-

proximation for single holes is due to the excitation of

higher multipolar modes in the scattering process, we

render in the lower panels of Figure 5 the electric field

amplitude, |E|, at different planes of the structure with h

� 300 nm. Panels b and e are evaluated at � � 1150

nm for a hole radius of 177 nm. As expected, for this set

of parameters, the field pattern has a strong dipolar

character. However, |E| in panels c and f, which corre-

sponds to the same geometry but at � � 700 nm, dem-

onstrates the appearance of a quadrupolar mode at

the hole opening, which explains why Rayleigh theory

is not valid in this case. Note that fields in panel f pen-

etrate into the hole, which indicates that it supports

propagating modes at this wavelength. In order to

check this point, we have calculated the cutoff wave-

length for the lowest (TE11) mode supported by the

holes, finding that, for the �M described in the Meth-

ods section, it is equal to 733 nm. Finally, panels d and

g render the electric field amplitude for � � 700 nm and

R � 90 nm. These demonstrate that the recovery of Ray-

leigh scattering in the system is linked to the presence

of a strongly dipolar field distribution at the hole. Note

that in this case fields do not explore the depth of the

hole, as the theoretical cutoff wavelength for this radius

(490 nm) is much smaller than �.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have studied through both experi-

ments and simulations surface plasmon polariton life-

times on periodic arrays of blind holes on a gold surface.

We have analyzed their dependence on the wave-

length and the hole geometry through reflectivity mea-

surements. We have developed a simple model based

on the Mie scattering for freestanding particles which

reproduces all of the phenomenology extracted from

our observations. Finally, we have checked that the con-

clusions that we raise from our model with regard to

the validity of the Rayleigh approximation are consis-

tent with exact calculations on the scattering of SPPs

with single holes.

Figure 5. (a) Wavelength dependence of the normalized out-of-
plane emissivity, Jz for four different hole geometries labeled by
(R, h), the hole radius and depth in nanometers. Black solid line
plots the Rayleigh’s ��4 behavior. Bottom panels render the elec-
tric field amplitude |E| at different planes for h � 300 nm. (b,e)
|E| for holes with R � 177 nm at � � 1150 nm. (c,f) Correspond
to the same structure at � � 700 nm. (d,g) Evaluated at � � 700
nm for holes with R � 90 nm.
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METHODS
Experiments. The fabrication techniques and measurement

method considered are explained elsewhere.36,43 Briefly, the ex-
perimental 2D nanohole arrays were fabricated by interference
lithography on SU-8 negative photoresist layers in which two pa-
rameters were used to control the holes’ geometry: the layer
thickness and the exposure time. Once the hole layer structures
were built, a t � 100 nm thick Au film was deposited at room
temperature on the photoresist by sputtering. We fixed the ar-
ray period to 762 nm while varying the hole radius from 38 to
177 nm. Nanoholes with depths ranging from 60 to 510 nm were
built. Angle-dependent reflectivity measurements were per-
formed by using a homemade automated goniometer. Samples
were illuminated by a collimated and linearly polarized white
light, and the specular reflection was captured by charge-
coupled device-based detection.

Theory. Specular reflection spectra for 2D nanohole arrays
with the same dimensions as the experimental samples were ob-
tained using the CST MICROWAVE STUDIO software implement-
ing the finite integration technique (FIT). The scattering of SPPs
at single blind holes on a flat gold surface were calculated
through LUMERICAL, a commercial finite-difference time do-
main (FDTD) code. In our simulations, we have modeled the EM
response of gold through a Drude-like dielectric function of the
form

where �� � 10.7026 is the high-frequency limit dielectric con-
stant, and �p � 1.3748 � 1016 rad/s and � � 1.1738 � 1014 rad/s,
the plasma and damping frequencies, respectively. These Drude
parameters were obtained by fitting experimental values44 at
the wavelength range of interest. We have characterized the
photoresist layer with � � 2.43.
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